A Lap of Canada with Mark Webber
The Canadian Grand Prix. I think of a great atmosphere in the city, beautiful restaurants and a challenging
race for the drivers. Canada - 4.4km, 70 laps, all in all 305km. Four high speed stretches, two slow turns,
three ideal spots for overtaking, top speed 323km/h.
Here we are at Montreal in Canada, starting a lap in the Red Bull simulator. Braking very, very hard into the
first corner. It's a big stop, then into turn two, which is even tighter. Very long right hander, important to
get nice, clean traction. A lot of spectators watching at this part of the track. We have a big river on the left
hand side. Braking for the first chicane, jumping the kerbs in the right way, watch the kerb on the right
hand side as it can put you into the wall.
Through the quick little kinks here, nice part of the circuit for the driver. Braking very tight again, a lot of
spectators again at this grandstand watching the cars. Accelerating hard away, up close to the wall again.
You still have the river on our left hand side, very picturesque part of the circuit coming up here. We're
braking tight for another chicane, again, very important you get the kerbing right. Close to the wall on the
exit. We come down to a spectacular part of the circuit now for overtaking.
Very big stop, second gear, or first, depending on what ratios you have. Accelerating hard away, along this
back straight now, coming back towards the pits, over 300km/h. Making sure no one is trying to overtake.
Braking very, very hard for the last chicane which is incredibly tight and easy to make a mistake. Very close
to the wall here on the exit. Then finishing the lap at a very tricky but rewarding Montreal Grand Prix.
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